Abstract. The Smirnov class for the classical Hardy space is the set of ratios of bounded analytic functions on the open complex unit disk with outer denominators. This definition extends naturally to the commutative and noncommutative multi-variable settings of the Drury-Arveson space and the full Fock space over C d . Identifying the Fock space with the free multi-variable Hardy space of non-commutative or free holomorphic functions on the noncommutative open unit ball, we prove that any closed, densely-defined operator affiliated to the right free multiplier algebra of the full Fock space acts as right rmultiplication by a function in the right free Smirnov class (and analogously, replacing "right" with "left").
Introduction
As shown in [30] , any densely-defined closed linear operator, T , commuting with multiplication by z on H 2 (D), the Hardy space of the unit disk, can be viewed as T = M b/a , the closure of multiplication by b/a where a, b are bounded analytic functions in the open complex unit disk, D, and a is outer. That is, b/a belongs to the Smirnov class N + :
Here, O ∞ (D) denotes the outer functions in H ∞ (D), the algebra of bounded analytic functions in D. In particular, also as proven in [30] , H 2 (D) ⊂ N + : Given any h ∈ H 2 (D), one can find b, a ∈ H ∞ (D) with a an outer function so that 1/a ∈ H 2 (D) and h = b/a. Recall that a ∈ H ∞ (D) is outer if multiplication by a, Ma : H 2 (D) → H 2 (D) has dense range; equivalently a ∈ H 2 (D) ∩ H ∞ (D) is cyclic for the shift, S, the operator of multiplication by z. This result was extended to the closed operators affiliated to any compressed shift Su, where u ∈ H ∞ (D) is inner (compressed to the range of multiplication by u) by Sarason in [29] . Also see [19, 6] for extensions to the class of C0 contractions.
The Drury-Arveson space, H . In [17] we gave a different proof of the inclusion H a is outer and, in addition, 1/a ∈ H 2 d . Our proof was based on the proof of an analogous fact for free Hardy space functions, which is part of the motivation for the present paper.
In this paper we extend these results to the non-commutative, multi-variable setting of the full Fock space, F [18, 3, 25] . In direct analogy to the classical setting, H 2 (B d N ) can be defined as the unique non-commutative reproducing kernel Hilbert space (NC-RKHS) on the non-commutative (NC) domain B d N corresponding to a natural completely positive non-commutative (CPNC) kernel, the NC Szegö kernel. We will briefly recall the basics of non-commutative function theory and NC-RKHS theory in the upcoming Section 2.
In [17] we showed that if T is a closed, densely deifned operator in the free Hardy space, which acts by left multiplication by some free function H, then H must be a socalled free Smirnov function (see Definition 3.5 below). The main goal of the present paper is to obtain the same conclusion from a weaker hypothesis-we will assume only that T is closed, densely defined, and commutes with the free shift, and conclude that T acts as multiplication by H for some Smirnov H (there are analagous left and right versions). Even in the one variable case it takes some work to show that these hypotheses imply that T is given by a multiplication, see [30] . The lack of commutativity means that the onevariable proof given in [30] does not carry over. Our proof will exploit the free Beurling theorem in the same way as [17] , the main difficulty under the present weaker hypotheses is in showing that the relevant wandering subspace is one-dimensional. For this we exploit some general results about free deBranges-Rovnyak type spaces and column extreme free multipliers developed in [15] .
Preliminaries
All Hilbert space inner products will be conjugate linear in their first argument. If X is a Banach space, (X)1 and [X]1 denote the open and closed unit balls of X, respectively.
The full Fock space. Recall that the full Fock space over
, is the direct sum of all tensor powers of C d :
Fix an orthonormal basis {e1, ..., e d } of C d . The left creation operators L1, ..., L d are the operators which act as tensoring on the left by these basis vectors: 
Recall here that the free monoid, F d , on d ∈ N letters, is the multiplicative semigroup of all finite products or words in the d letters {1, ..., d}. That is, given words α := i1...in,
Elements of B d n are viewed as strict row contractions on C n . Recall that for any complex vector space V ,
N is an example of a NC set: A set Ω ⊆ Vnc is an NC set if it is closed under direct sums, and one writes:
Ωn; Ωn := Ω ∩ Vn.
A function f : Ω → Cnc is called a NC or free function if:
f respects the grading, and if X ∈ C n×m , Z ∈ Xn, W ∈ Xm obey ZX = XW , then,
can be viewed as the free Hardy space of the multi-
is the unique NC-RKHS corresponding to the NC-Szegö kernel:
See [3] for the full definition and theory of NC kernels. In particular, any NC kernel respects the grading and intertwinings in both arguments [ N and f has a convergent power series expansion (Taylor-Taylor series) about any point.
(Generally any) Hnc(K) is formally defined as the Hilbert space completion of the linear span:
Completion is with respect to the inner product:
These point evaluation vectors have a familiar reproducing property:
N )) as follows: Any A ∈ C n×n can be written as a linear combination of the rank one outer products
Then we define KZ on rank one matrices yv * by the formula
. Let us check that KZ is well defined: the vectors y and v determining a rank one matrix yv * are unique up to the scaling y → λy, v → λ −1 v where λ is any nonzero complex number.
From the reproducing formula (2.1), it is evident that the vector K{Z, y, v} is invariant under such a scaling, and so the formula (2.2) is unambiguous. If we view C n×n as a Hilbert space equipped with the normalized trace inner product, then KZ :
N ) extends to a bounded linear map, and its Hilbert space adjoint is the point evaluation map at Z:
The free Hardy space and the full Fock space are canonically isomorphic: Define U :
by:
The inverse, U −1 , acts on kernel vectors as:
2.3.
Left and Right free multipliers. As in the classical setting, given a NC-RKHS Hnc(K) on an NC set Ω (e.g.
, it is natural to consider the left and right multiplier algebras
of NC functions on Ω which left or (resp.) right multiply Hnc(K) into itself. Namely, a free function
N is said to be a left free multiplier if, for any
. As in the classical setting, the left and right free multiplier algebras, 
and similarly, if G is a right free multiplier,
Alternatively, using the kernel maps KZ , we can write:
One can check that if, e.g., right multiplication by G(Z) is a right free multiplier then
In particular, free holomorphic F (Z), G(Z) belong to the left or right Schur classes if and only if
are CPNC kernels, respectively. These NC kernels are called the left or right free deBrangesRovnyak kernels of F, G (resp.) and in this case the corresponding NC-RKHS Hnc( 
That is, F is identified with its symbol :
and we say that F (L) = M L f acts as left multiplication by f = F 1. In general the free Fourier series does not converge in SOT or WOT, but the Cesàro sums converge in the strong operator toplogy (SOT) to F [8] .
Similarly, in the operator valued setting, any
In this case the operator-valued free holomorphic function
We can also identify any G ∈ R ∞ d with its symbol:
then we can view G as right multiplication by g(Z),
. Alternatively, we can write
That is, if G ∈ R 
This extends to a 'right product' for arbitrary operator-valued free holomorphic functions on
In the scalar-valued setting this simply reduces to
2.6. Operator-valued free multipliers. It will also be convenient to consider operatorvalued (left and right) free multipliers between vector-valued free Hardy spaces. Namely, if H is an auxiliary Hilbert space, one can consider the NC-RKHS
N . This NC-RKHS has the operator-valued CPNC kernel:
and is spanned by the elements K{Z, y, v}h := K{Z, y, v} ⊗ h, h ∈ H, with inner product defined by Given any bounded linear operator T ∈ L(H, J), the operator range space, M (T ), is defined as the Hilbert space completion of Ran (T ) equipped with the inner product:
Namely, this inner product is defined so that T becomes a co-isometry onto its range. If T is a contraction so that I J − T T * is positive semi-definite, one can also define the complementary space H (T ) := M ( √ I J − T T * ). Notice that (assuming T is a contraction) M (T ), H (T ) are contractively contained in J. That is, for example, the embedding map E : H (T ) → J is a contraction. [11, 28] for a general introduction to operator range spaces and classical deBranges-Rovnyak spaces. 
. Similar to the classical setting one can show that these spaces have operator-valued CPNC kernels:
Here, K is the free Szegö kernel. Namely, for example, setting
is the closed linear span of vectors of the form K A {Z, y, v} g whose inner product is defined by:
In this vector-valued setting, for
is spanned by the vectors K B {Z, v, y}g with inner product:
It is not difficult to see that free operator-valued holomorphic functions A, B on B 
where for any f ∈ Hnc(K1) we define:
Finally, recall that any B ∈ R d (H, J) (or in the left free Schur class) is called inner if 
The free Smirnov classes
Given linear transformations T k : Dom(T k ) ⊆ H → J, we will use the subset notation: T1 ⊆ T2 to denote that Dom(T1) ⊆ Dom(T2) and T2| Dom(T 1 ) = T1. In this case we say that T2 is an extension of T1 and T1 is a restriction of T2.
That is, for any
If T is also closed and densely-defined, we write T ∼ R ∞ d . If T is affiliated to the right free shift, closed, and 1 / ∈ Dom(T ) ⊥ , we will write T R
is outer if it has dense range and this is equivalent to B(L)
is not invertible, then we can find a y ∈ C n so that B(Z) * y = 0. In this case B * K{Z, y, v} = 0 for any non-zero v * ∈ C n , so that B(L) * is not injective and B is not outer.
This is a free analogue of [1, Lemma 2.3].
Proof. Assume that B ∈ L d is strictly contractive on the NC unit ball. It follows that
N , and since 1 − B is invertible on the NC unit ball, f ≡ 0. This proves that (I − B(L) * ) is injective so that I − B is left outer. The right version of the proof is analogous. 
functions with (respectively) left or right outer denominator:
(The previous lemma, Lemma 3.2, implies that any outer
is invertible on the NC unit ball.) Our goal is to identify the set of all T ∼ R Definition 3.7. We say that a closed T :
That is, T is local if, whenever x ∈ Dom(T ) and
, with domain Dom(T ) is closed and affiliated to the right free shift. This T is also local.
The original lemma statement above from [17] assumed that T was densely-defined, but this assumption is not needed.
, defined on its maximal domain, is densely-defined, closed, and local.
Proof. The domain of T includes the range of M R A(Z) = A † (R), which is dense since A † (R) is right-outer, by assumption. Definition 3.10. We say that a closed linear transformation T :
is right-Smirnov if Dom(T ) is dense and T acts as right multiplication by a right free Smirnov function
If T is right-Smirnov, we write
is right-Smirnov, and acts as right multiplication by the right free Smirnov function
. It is not difficult to see that the left and right Smirnov classes are distinct. Indeed, the free function
is evidently right Smirnov (1 − Z2 is right-outer, by Lemma 3.3). However, it cannot correspond to a densely defined left multiplication operator, and hence cannot be left Smirnov. Indeed, if a nonzero function
Choose any word α for which fα = 0. Then for each n ≥ 1, the coefficient of the word 2 n 1α in the expansion of HF is precisely fα, and hence the coefficients of this series are evidently not square-summable. 
In particular, Dom(T * ) contains the linear span of the point evaluation vectors
Proof. Same easy calculation as in the bounded case: for any F ∈ Dom(T ),
is right-Smirnov and defined on its maximal domain, then Z,v,y K{Z, y, v} is a core for T * .
Proof. This follows from the maximality assumption on the domain of T . By definition of right-Smirnov, Definition 3.10, and Lemma 3.8, T has no non-trivial extensions which act as multiplication by
0 be the closure of the restriction of T * to K{Z, y, v}. Then T * 0 ⊆ T * is densely-defined and closed so that its adjoint, T0 ⊇ T is densely-defined and closed. But,
so that T0 acts as right multiplication by T (Z) on its domain. By Lemma 3.8 T0 = T .
The following lemma shows that if
, then all free polynomials C{Z1, ..., Z d } belong to the domain of T * (by showing that, in fact, any free polynomial p(L)1 is equal to some K{Z, y, v} for a certain choice of jointly nilpotent Z):
Proof. Fix α, and let H be the finiite-dimensional subspace of 
and so if we put y = r −|α| eα, u = e∅, and Z = r |α| Λ α , we obtain fα = F, K{Z, y, v} .
Corollary 3.15. Suppose that p(Z) = α Z α pα is any free polynomial, and set p := p(L)1 ∈ F 2 d . Then, for any fixed 0 < r < 1, one has p = K{Z, y, v} with Z := Z(α), y = yα, and v
and v *
Remark 3.16. As before, one can apply the above corollary to prove that free polynomials, L α 1 = C{L1, ..., L d }, are a core for the adjoint of any right-Smirnov T , defined on its maximal domain.
Operators affiliated to the right free shift
The main goal of this section is to prove that any
That is, any closed, densely-defined linear operator affiliated to the right free shift acts as right multiplication by a right free Smirnov function. 
Consider 
Moreover, for any h ∈ H the extremization problem
has a unique solution g h ∈ Dom(A * A) ⊂ Dom(A) and Proof. First, X is clearly contractive. It is injective since G(A) ⊆ H ⊕ J is a graph, it has dense range since we assume A is densely defined (in H). This proves X is a quasi-affinity. For any x ∈ H, consider
This shows that Y is bounded, and also we see that Y x = 0 if and only if x, ∆ A x| x ∈ H}, and this is dense in G(A) since Ran (∆A) −1 = Dom(A * A) is a core for A. This proves Y is a quasi-affinity. Finally, given any y ⊕ Ay ∈ G(A) and any x ∈ H, consider
This proves that Y * (y ⊕ Ay) = y = X(y ⊕ Ay), so that Y * = X. [24] . Since L is pure (i.e. it has no Cuntz unitary direct summand), it follows from [24] that LT is also pure. Recall that a vector h ∈ H is called wandering for a row isometry Π :
(That is, {Π α h : α ∈ F d } is an orthogonal set, and orthonormal if h = 1. ) By [24, Theorem 1.3], every non-zero vector in the wandering space,
is wandering, and the span of the (orthogonal) subspaces Π α W, as α ranges over
, where N ∈ N ∪ {∞}, be an orthonormal basis of wandering vectors for G(T ). For a wandering vector w ∈ W(T ) let
It is easy to see that if w1 ⊥ w2 ∈ W(T ) are orthogonal wandering vectors then
The Popescu-Wold decomposition further implies that
is the direct sum of mutually orthogonal cyclic invariant subspaces for L⊗I2 with mutually orthogonal cyclic unit wandering vectors θ k .
is a two-component inner right multiplier with scalar component right multipliers
Proof. This is easy to see:
since θ k is a unit wandering vector. It follows that M R θ k extends by continuity to an isometry of
Remark 4.8. In general, since Ran (Θ k (R)) ⊆ G(T ), we always have that
and this happens if and only if
Since we assumed that each θ k := a k b k is a unit wandering vector, this cannot happen.
Define Θ(R) :
where A(R), B(R) :
and recall that N ∈ N∪{∞} could be infinite. If T is densely-defined note that Ran (A(R)) must be dense in F 2 d , and observe that
Ran (Θ k (R)) .
Since each Θ k (R) is an isometry and the Θ k have mutually orthogonal ranges, it follows that Θ(R) is also an isometry, i.e., an inner right multiplier.
If T ∼ N d (R) acts as right multiplication by some A(Z) −1 B(Z) on its domain, then it is clearly injective. Conversely, if T ∼ R
It follows that T will be injective if and only if Γ0(T ) = {0}.
Proof. Suppose that x ⊕ 0 ∈ Γ0(T ). Then we can write
where each x k ⊕ T x k ∈ Ran (Θ k (R)). Fix a value of j ∈ {1, ..., N } and re-write this decomposition as: x ⊕ 0 = (xj ⊕ T xj) − (y ⊕ T y), with xj ⊕ T xj ⊥ y ⊕ T y, x = xj − y, and T xj = T y. Hence,
by the triangle inequality. This proves that T y = T xj = 0, so that in fact,
d is not identically zero, then it is injective (any non-zero right multiplier is injective [9, Theorem 1.7]) and h = 0 so that xj ⊕ T xj = Aj(R)h ⊕ Bj (R)h = 0. It follows that x = x k ⊕ 0, where if x k = 0 then A k is inner and B k ≡ 0. However, it then follows that
is a dense L−invariant subspace of the co-invariant subspace Ran (A k (R)) ⊥ . It follows that
⊥ is both L−invariant and co-invariant (and hence L−reducing). Since L has no non-trivial reducing subspaces we conclude that Ran (A k (R)) = {0} and A k (R) ≡ 0. This contradicts the assumption that each A k = 0 and we conclude that T is injective.
4.10.
A particular wandering vector. As in Subsection 4.1, define the linear map
. This X is necessarily injective, Ran (X) = Dom(T ), and if we view X as a map into DT := Dom(T ) − · , then X is a quasi-affinity. In this section we assume that T R ∞ d , so that 1 / ∈ Dom(T ) ⊥ , and, in particular, X * 1 = 0. (Some of the arguments in this subsection appear already in [17] , we reproduce them here for convenience.)
As is easily verified:
This vanishes if β, α are not comparable, so assume without loss of generality that α = βγ. Then this evaluates to:
Remark 4.13. The orthogonal complement of X * 1 is:
On the other hand,
By Definition 4.3 and Lemma 4.4,
T 1, 1 , and (4.6) w1 := X * 1
, is a unit norm wandering vector for L ⊗ I2| G(T ) . For the remainder of the paper we choose θ1 = w1 as the first unit wandering vector in a choice of orthonormal basis for the wandering space W(T ). 
spans the wandering space for G(T ).
If T ∼ R ∞ d then the above two conditions are equivalent to:
Proof. Suppose that F ⊕ T F ⊥ X * 1. As observed above in Remark 4.13, this means that
It follows that the wandering space, W(T ), is spanned by X * 1.
Conversely if X * 1 spans the wandering space of G(T ) then
where A, B ∈ R d are defined by X * 1/ X * 1 =: A(R)1⊕B(R)1 and Dom(T ) = Ran (A(R)). T must be local in this case:
does not annihilate Dom(T ), and this is equivalent to 1 / ∈ Ker (A(R) * ), i.e., A ∅ = A(0) = 0. This, and the fact that LF = A(R)x ∈ Ran (L) implies that
is densely-defined, then A(R) is necessarily right-outer, so that A † (Z) is invertible on the NC unit ball by Lemma 3.2, and
. Any such T is necessarily local, by Lemma 3.8. 
and this proves the claim since h is L−cyclic. 
is a L ⊗ I2−invariant subspace. Also as before, we decompose G(T ) into the cyclic L ⊗ I2-invariant subspaces
The graph of the adjoint, T * , is then G(T * ) = Ran (JΘ(T )) ⊥ , where J : DT ⊕ F 
, is also inner.
In the above, recall that we chose H = C N with N ∈ N ∪ {∞} the number of unit wandering vectors in an orthonormal basis for the wandering space of G(T ).
Consider the four linear maps, X, Y : However the operator-range space inner product is defined so that each of X, Y, X * , Y * are co-isometries onto their range spaces, see Subsection 2.6. We will write U, V, U * , V * for the respective isometries from D, R, D * and R * into G(T ) and G(T * ). This means, for example, that U * acts as X, projection onto the first component, and similarly the adjoints of the other three isometries are projection onto the first or second component. Since X and X * are injective, it follows that U, U * are onto isometries while the range of V and V * are G(T ) ⊖ Γ0(T ) and G(T * ) ⊖ Γ0(T * ), respectively. Here,
with orthogonal projections I − P0 and I − Q0, respectively. All four spaces D, R, D * , R * are contractively contained in F Proof. We have that
are both C 2 -valued NC-RKHS which are isometrically contained in F 2 d ⊗ C 2 (since Θ and JΘ are both inner). The NC kernels for these spaces are then: d N ). We immediately recognize the diagonal components of these two kernels as the CPNC kernels for the range spaces and deBranges-Rovnyak spaces for A, B.
Since U * , V * act as projection onto the first and second components of vectors in G(T ), and U * * , V * * do the same for G(T * ), it follows by RKHS theory that U * , V * , U * * , V * * are coisometric multipliers onto M R (A), M R (B), H R (B), and H R (A), respectively, and this
Moreover, since, as discussed above, X, X * are both injective, U, U * are onto isometries. This implies that the norm of any x ∈ D = Dom(T ) or x * ∈ D * is simply equal to the graph norm of x⊕T x ∈ G(T ) or x * ⊕T x * ∈ G(T * ). The norm of any T x ∈ R or T * x * ∈ R * are equal to that of P0(x ⊕ T x) and Q0(x * ⊕ T * x * ), where P0, Q0 project onto the ranges of V, V * , which are G(T ) ⊖ Γ0(T ) and G(T * ) ⊖ Γ0(T * ), respectively.
Lemma 4.18. The quasi-affinity X * is equal to Θ(R)A(R) * .
Proof. Set E := XV , where V :
This proves that EE
proving the claim.
Remark 4.19. As shown previously,
T F with ∆T := (I + T * T ), and we conclude that Ran (XX * ) = Ran ∆
and this range space is contractively contained in M R (A) = Dom(T ) [11, Chapter 16] . Alternatively,
Also note that the overlapping space
This follows from the general theory of operator range spaces [11, Chapter 16] (the last equality from the fact that Θ is inner). Proof. Suppose that F ⊕ T F ⊥ X * 1 is also a wandering vector for (L ⊗ I2) restricted to G(T ) ⊗ C d . Then, as discussed in Remark 4.13, F ⊕ T F = LF ⊕ T LF (since it is orthogonal to X * 1), and also, we necessarily have that
since F ⊕ T F is a wandering vector. Hence, for any G ∈ Dom(T * T ), and 1
This proves that F k ⊥ Ran ((I + T * T )), but (I + T * T ) is onto DT = Dom(T ) − · , by Theorem 4.2, so that F k ≡ 0. Hence X * 1 spans the wandering subspace, and the wandering space is one-dimensional.
It remains to determine, when, given B ∈ R d (H, C), the right free deBranges-Rovnyak space
This property is closely related to the concept of a columnextreme (or quasi-extreme) Schur multiplier as introduced in the scalar, commutative setting for Drury-Arveson space in [13] and studied in the operator-valued and free settings in [14, 16, 20, 12, 15] . There are several equivalent definitions of column-extreme (CE) Schur multipliers. One can define B ∈ R d (H, J) to be column-extreme if there is no non-zero
(see [16] , [ Lemma 4.22. Given B ∈ R d , the following are equivalent:
and A(R) = 0 so that B(R) is necessarily non-CE and Dom(T * ) = H R (B). Lemma 4.22 then implies the claim. To prove this proposition we will employ several results from [15, Section 6].
Proof. Recall, by definition, that X * 1 = 0 is wandering for G(T ), and we choose Θ1(R) := M R θ 1 with θ1 := X * 1/ X * 1 as the first unit vector in a wandering basis for the wandering space W(T ) of G(T ). Suppose that θ2 is a second unit wandering vector orthogonal to θ1 and define
We will prove that θ2 ≡ 0, and this contradiction implies the claim. Define
, and by the previous subsection, Dom ( 
Let c be any unit vector in C 2 . Since A ′ c = 0, it follows that B 
This proves that b ∅ is injective and has dense range, and hence it is an invertible operator on 
5. Factorization for the free Smirnov class
is right-outer, and the column
is right-inner. We say that (A, B) is maximal if the range of Θ(R) is the graph of T := M R F (Z) , defined on its maximal domain. 
Proof. If H is a free holomorphic NC function, and T := M R H is densely-defined, then it is closed (on its maximal domain) and affiliated to the right free shift by Lemma 3.8 so that
in the strong operator topology (e.g. take Cesàro sums). Then, pn(L)1 → F (L)1, and This corollary follows from the free Douglas Factorization Property:
be right free multipliers such that Ran (A(R)) ⊂ Ran (B(R)). Them there is a unique right free multiplier C ∈ R ∞ d (H, J) so that A = BC, Ker (C(R)) ⊂ Ker (A(R)) and
This theorem can be proven using the Douglas Factorization Lemma [10] and communtant lifting for row contractions [5, 7] (see [21] for the abelian analogue). 
and we conclude that T * ⊆T * (since the span of the K{Z, y, v} is a core for T * ). Hence,
By free Douglas factorization, there is a C ∈ R ∞ d so that
Since both D, AF are outer, D † (Z) and A † F (Z) are invertible for any Z ∈ B d N , and it follows that C must have the same property. If (D, N ) is another inner-outer pair for F , then C(R) must be a singular inner right multiplier, i.e. an inner which is invertible on the NC unit ball. Moreover, since AF (R), D(R) are outer, it must be that C(R) In this free setting the (operator-valued) Nevanlinna-Pick (NP) interpolation problem is: Let H, K be two Hilbert spaces. Given the initial data:
, when can we find an element B ∈ L d (H, K) (or in the right operator-valued Schur class) so that
The answer is given by: 
The right NP problem has a solution if and only if
Proof. This is essentially the same commutant lifting proof of the Pick theorem due to D. Sarason [27] . Consider the left case. The necessity is as usual, if F is a left free multiplier satisfying (NP), then I − F F * ≥ 0 so that
and it readily follows that the Pick matrix map in the theorem statement is positive semi-definite. The converse follows by considering the (scalar) right multiplier co-invariant subspaces:
and defining the linear operator
It is easy to check that F * intertwines the restrictions of R * ⊗ I K and R * ⊗ I H to M respectively. By commutant lifting, there is a Schur classF ∈ L d so thatF
andF solves the Nevanlinna-Pick problem [5, 7] . 
is a positive NC kernel then there is a right free Schur multiplier
In the above, recall that •R denotes the 'right product' of operator-valued free holomorphic functions, see Remark 2.5. The free Leech theorem can be viewed as a sort of extension of the Douglas Factorization Lemma [10] (or really of the free Douglas Factorization Property, Theorem 5.5).
Proof. The proof is similar to the that of the abelian Leech theorem in [2, Theorem 3.1], we will prove the left version: Choose
Define the (scalar) right multiplier co-invariant spaces:
and K
respectively. Since
is assumed to be positive semi-definite, it follows that the linear map C *
is a contraction. It is also clear that C * N intertwines the restrictions of the adjoints of the operator-valued right free shifts R k ⊗ I H 1 and R k ⊗ I H 2 , and the positivity assumption implies that CN is a contraction. As before, we apply commutant lifting to conclude that C * N is the restriction of the adjoint of someĈN ∈ L d (H1, H2) which obeys
, for every k ∈ N so that this sequence is matrix-norm dense in B produces a sequenceĈN of left multipliers which are uniformly norm bounded (by one since they are all Schur). By WOT-compactness, there is a subsequence Cn :=ĈN n which converge in the weak operator topology to some C ∈ L d (H1, H2). It follows that for a matrix-norm dense set of Z ∈ B 
In the above we used that Finally, let us remark that the results of this subsection can also be used to prove that any T ∼ R 
